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a b s t r a c t 

In this work we present a middleware architecture for a mobile peer-to-peer content distribution system. 

Our architecture allows wireless content dissemination between mobile nodes without relying on infras- 

tructure support. In addition, it supports the dissemination of contents between the wireless ad-hoc do- 

main and the wired Internet. In the ad-hoc domain, contents are exchanged opportunistically when nodes 

are in communication range. Applications access the service of our platform through a publish/subscribe 

interface and therefore do not have to deal with low-level opportunistic networking issues such as bea- 

coning, service discovery, connection setup and matching or soliciting contents. Our middleware consists 

of three key components. A content structure that facilitates dividing contents into logical topics and al- 

lows efficient matching of content lookups and downloading under sporadic node connectivity. A solicita- 

tion protocol that allows nodes to solicit content meta-information in order to discover contents available 

at a neighboring node and to download content entries disjointedly from different nodes. An API that 

allows applications to access the system services through a publish/subscribe interface. In this work we 

present the design and implementation of our middleware and describe a set of applications that use the 

services provided by our middleware. We also assess the performance of the system using our Android 

implementation as well as a simulation implementation for large-scale evaluation. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Multimedia usage has spread from personal computers and In-

ternet into people’s palms as mobile phones have become smart

platforms for digital content. Due to the popularity of these de-

vices, contents are frequently being produced and accessed by

users on the move. As a result, cellular data traffic is growing at a

rapid pace and it is predicted to double roughly every year in the

near future [1] . Matching this growth with a corresponding capac-

ity increase in the wireless infrastructure networks is a significant

challenge. This evolution calls for new architectures for dissemi-

nating contents to mobile users. 

Our work considers content-centric networking in the context

of mobile wireless networks. The main focus is on opportunis-

tic distribution of contents where mobile nodes exchange content

items when in direct communication range. This communication

mode enables dissemination of contents between mobile nodes

without relying on infrastructure, which can be beneficial in cases

when infrastructure may be: (1) absent as in rural or developing

regions; (2) overloaded due to the aforementioned traffic demand;
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3) broken as in the case of a natural disaster; (4) unavailable or

xpensive to use due to the data plan subscription of the user, for

nstance while roaming; or (5) censored or limited to certain ser-

ices or contents. 

In this paper we propose Fram 

1 , a middleware architecture that

llows applications on mobile devices to share contents. The de-

ices can utilize connections with access points when in range,

nd may distribute contents opportunistically among mobile nodes

therwise. Contents are structured to facilitate efficient lookup and

ownloading under disruptive node connectivity. This requires re-

hinking of networking basics: While existing network architec-

ures focus on addressing nodes and forwarding of packets between

uch nodes, our system aims at addressing and disseminating con-

ents . Hence, instead of relying on end-to-end semantics between a

equesting client and a provider, our dissemination mechanism re-

ies on opportunistic content forwarding without any routing sub-

trate; contents are routed implicitly through the combination of

 receiver-driven solicitation protocol and the actual node mobil-

ty. As a result, sophisticated multi-hop communication protocols,

here for example routes have to be built up and maintained, are

ot necessary. Consequently, the architecture does not assume a

raditional network layer. 
1 Forward in Swedish. 
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Despite years of research there are not many mobile ad-hoc

ystems that have been deployed and many of the devised proto-

ols and mechanisms have not seen practical use. We believe that

he end-to-end connectivity approach, adopted from wired net-

orks into traditional mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs), is one

f the main reasons for lack of success and that the looser con-

ectivity paradigm advocated by opportunistic and delay-tolerant

etworks has greater potential to succeed. Embracing mobility as

n information carrier and incorporating connectivity disruptions

nto the system design, as opposed to treating it as an exceptional

rror state, avoids much of the complexity required for trying to

aintain end-to-end communication paths in a mobile environ-

ent. We acknowledge that some types of applications may be dif-

cult to support with opportunistic networking, in particular appli-

ations with tight delay constraints such as real-time audio/video

onversations and streaming. 

With its content-based routing and addressing, our system can

e seen as a publish/subscribe system that decouples the com-

unicating entities from the contents and thus it inherently al-

ows asynchronous communication and leverages looser delay con-

traints. With respect to content availability, scaling comes natu-

ally as popular contents are likely to be available at many nodes

n the system. It is particularly well-suited for data-centric appli-

ations and distributing contents that are popular and tolerant to

odest delay such as conducting local quizzes or surveys, audio

r video broadcasting and on-site networking or dating-profile ex-

hange. The proposed architecture also promotes openness: any-

ody who wishes to publish or retrieve contents is free to do

o. We therefore believe that the system has the necessary fea-

ures to stimulate organic user growth, which has previously led

o the success of many systems and services. The architecture is

nspired by podcasting and BitTorrent. Our operating scenario is

owever radically different than what is experienced on the wired

etwork since our architecture has to cope with sporadic contacts,

one or limited end-to-end connectivity and short contact dura-

ions. Although a previous feasibility study for content distribution

mong pedestrians in such environments shows promising results

2,3] , there are still many challenges that need to be addressed and

olved by an actual system design and this is the focus of the cur-

ent work. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we

escribe the design of our system. Section 3 describes our mid-

leware implementation for the Android platform along with a set

f implemented applications. In Section 4 we evaluate the perfor-

ance of our system using both the Android implementation and

 simulator. Section 5 discusses related work and Section 6 sum-

arizes our findings and concludes the paper. 

. System design 

In this section we present the design of our system. The system

upports content distribution in a wireless ad-hoc network with

pportunistic node contacts, as shown in Fig. 1 . Contents can be

enerated by nodes in the Internet domain as well as by mobile

evices in the ad-hoc domain. The Internet and ad-hoc domains

re linked by gateways that assist in disseminating contents be-

ween domains and perform any necessary translations or proxy

ervices. The focus of our work is on the wireless ad-hoc domain

ut we emphasize that our design allows for seamless distribution

f contents between the wired Internet and the wireless ad-hoc

omain. 

.1. Service overview 

Our design imposes a hierarchical structure on contents based

n the publish/subscribe paradigm [4] . Nodes publish entries on
eed channels. A feed channel logically groups together related con-

ents and it consists of a number of entries that contain, among

ther fields, the actual data object of interest, which we refer to

s an enclosure . Nodes express interest in feeds by subscribing to

hem and the system then implements the delivery of published

ntries to feed subscribers. 

In the ad-hoc domain content disseminates via a solicitation

rotocol in which a node solicits entries for one or more feeds

rom a peer (a peer node can be either a mobile device or a proxy

ateway, for instance an access point, that acts as a bridge be-

ween the ad-hoc and Internet domains). Feeds and entries contain

 number of meta-information fields such as a globally unique ID,

uthor, date and time of last update. The meta-information is pri-

arily used to facilitate searching, filtering and unique matching of

ontents. The content structure in the system thus allows for ease

f searching and a higher hit rate of content queries than if they

ere made for individual unstructured contents. 

The publish/subscribe paradigm is well-suited for content-

entric networking and it has characteristics that are highly attrac-

ive for opportunistic networks with intermittent connectivity. In

articular, it decouples publishers and subscribers such that a sub-

criber neither needs to know who the publisher of the content

s, nor connect to it. Successful delivery of content is not depen-

ent on the original publisher being up and running; as long as

he content is available in the network, either at other subscribers

r at caching nodes, a subscriber has a chance of obtaining it. This

ecoupling also facilitates an asynchronous communication model

ith loose delay constraints that helps to cope with the dynamic

etwork topology. Finally, this form of mediated publish/subscribe

oes not rely on particular nodes, e.g. rendezvous nodes, which fa-

ilitates a decentralized implementation that is mandatory in the

ireless ad-hoc domain and highly desirable in the Internet do-

ain for performance, scalability and fault-tolerance. 

.2. Content structure 

Content addressing and organization adopts and extends the

ontent structure of the Atom Syndication Format [5] . This format

as primarily been used for publishing web-feeds and podcasts on

he Internet. The content structure is however quite generic and

llows for more use-cases than what has commonly been imple-

ented. It also maps nicely to the publish/subscribe semantics of

ur system. We note that the content structure is not bound only

o the Atom format, and can easily be migrated to other formats

uch as JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). The listings in Fig. 2

how a sample content structure presented in the Atom and JSON

ormats. We further provide a detailed description of the content

tructure with respect to the Atom format. Contents are grouped

nto feeds . A feed is an unlimited series of entries that contain the

ctual data objects of interest. Each feed can have multiple en-

ries published at different times by different nodes. Both feeds

nd entries have associated meta-data. Each feed must contain a

ermanent globally unique ID assigned by the creator, a title and

 timestamp that indicates the latest activity on the feed, i.e. the

ost recent update of any locally discovered entry. A feed can also

ontain other optional meta-information such as author, subtitle

nd category. Similarly, each entry must contain a globally unique

D, a title and a release timestamp. The feed and entry identifiers

re URIs (Uniform Resource Identifiers) which facilitates flexible

aming and allows a variety of existing naming mechanisms to be

sed or new ones to be applied. An entry can optionally have a

ange of other elements including one or more enclosures . An en-

losure is a single file attachment and would typically be an audio,

ideo, or text file. To transfer enclosures efficiently over the oppor-

unistic contacts, we divide the enclosures into chunks , small data

nits of fixed size, which can be exchanged with higher probability
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Fig. 1. The system supports content distribution in the fixed Internet and in a wireless ad-hoc network with opportunistic node contacts. 

Fig. 2. An example of a data structure based on the Atom format (above) and the 

JSON format (below). Contents are grouped into feeds , and each feed consists of 

one or more entries that contain actual data objects of interest. An entry may in 

turn include a file attachment in the form of an enclosure . 
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during a single radio contact of limited duration. Chunks allow the

downloading of a previously incompletely downloaded entry to be

resumed from the same node or any other node that has the en-

try or parts of it. They are indexed starting from 1 and we extend

the Atom format to include chunk information for enclosures. If a

chunk is only partially received from a peer (e.g. due to lost con-

nection), it is discarded. 

2.3. Middleware for wireless ad-hoc domain 

Nodes in the wireless ad-hoc domain are generally mobile de-

vices, equipped with a radio that can operate in ad-hoc mode to

establish contacts with other mobile nodes in range. When two
odes are within communication range they associate and ex-

hange contents according to a solicitation protocol. Thus, contents

pread opportunistically from node to node in an epidemic manner

ith susceptibility given by the popularity of each feed. 

In this section we present Fram , a middleware for opportunistic

ontent distribution. We first outline the general architecture, and

hen describe in detail the main components of our design: the API

odule, the synchronization and discovery module, and the trans-

ort module. Finally, we discuss issues related to security, caching

nd energy consumption. 

rchitecture overview 

In our design, the mechanisms for the opportunistic content

istribution system are implemented in a middleware in the mo-

ile nodes. The middleware allows different types of applications

o be implemented on top of the basic opportunistic content dis-

ribution service and its purpose is therefore to abstract away the

omplexities of the underlying system from the applications. In

articular, the middleware is responsible for discovering neigh-

ors, while coping with sporadic contacts with limited contact du-

ations. Moreover, it implements the matching, downloading and

toring of content entries. In other words, the middleware imple-

ents a session layer that defines the content structure and hides

etworking details from applications. 

Fig. 3 illustrates our middleware design and the main sys-

em components. Applications access the services of the middle-

are through the Application Programming Interface (API) that

t exports. The API implicitly defines the content structure for

pplications, and it allows them to publish/subscribe to content

eeds. A set of modules implement the API, the service discov-

ry and the solicitation protocol. The middleware assumes an un-

erlying transport layer that preserves message boundaries, pro-

ides flow control and reliable process-to-process communication.

he system design does thus not assume a traditional network

ayer with point-to-point unicast routing. Contents disseminate in

he network by means of node mobility, sharing of local con-

ents and a receiver-driven solicitation protocol. Messages are de-

ivered on a best-effort basis without guarantee that entries on

 particular feed will be delivered in an ordered manner to all

eceivers. 

The architecture also contains a convergence sub-layer for

ross-layer interaction, particularly with the underlying radio link.
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Fig. 3. The Fram middleware design. Applications access the middleware through 

an API, and the middleware implements service discovery, content discovery, solic- 

itation and storage in corresponding modules. 
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hus, the session layer architecture abstracts most of the details of

he underlying radio and hides the heterogeneity of the networks

way from the applications. This allows the middleware to operate

n top of different radio technologies, from Wi-Fi and Bluetooth

ow Energy currently available in most modern mobile devices, to

odifications of 802.11 such as WLAN-Opp [6] and upcoming tech-

ologies such as Wi-Fi Aware and LTE-Direct intended to enable

roximity-based services. 

Lastly, the architecture assumes that each node shares content

vailable to the applications on its device, and it specifies a proto-

ol and mechanisms for efficient downloading of this content be-

ween nodes in the ad-hoc domain. The system does not mandate

r specify a particular content caching or forwarding mechanism

n addition to the interest-driven solicitations given by the appli-

ation subscriptions. The content structure and solicitation proto-

ol specified in our design are however general such that appli-

ations can implement their own caching or replication strategies,

or example by discovering and subscribing to feeds that are not

ecessarily of interest to the local user. This could be implemented

ntirely using our current publish/subscribe interface. We address

his issue later in Section 4.2 . 

pplication programming interface 

The API module implements the programming interface that

pplications use to access the services of the middleware. The

PI of our system is inspired by the Java Message Service (JMS)

ublish/subscribe API [7] . JMS was however designed for wired

etworks where dedicated brokers implement message delivery.

he discovery of feeds also relies on a centralized directory ser-

ice. In the ad-hoc domain, central servers for performing these

unctions are not available. Instead, both resource discovery and

essage distribution are performed distributively with servers

eing replaced by nodes . Thus, in addition to standard pub-

ish/subscribe/notify functions, the API needs to provide functions

hat allow applications to discover and create new feeds. Note that

he API does not implement mechanisms to deal with potential

reation of duplicate feeds by different applications. If two nodes

ere to create a feed with the same ID, this could lead to conflicts

f the feed creators used different meta-data values. In the rest of

he paper however we assume that each feed is associated with a

nique creator. 
ynchronization and discovery 

The synchronization manager module processes contents from

pplications and solicits contents on behalf of applications. If the

ocal content database contains data that matches a subscription,

he content is delivered immediately to the application. 

The discovery module is responsible for both neighbor and ser-

ice discovery; i.e., it discovers neighboring nodes that are running

he service and decides which of these are feasible to associate

ith. Each node advertises its existence to its neighbors with bea-

on notifications that contain the following information: 

• Node identifier: A URI that uniquely identifies the node. 

• Content revision number: A revision counter for the local con-

tent database. The revision number of a node is incremented

whenever new content is added to the database. This helps

peers to determine if re-synchronization might be beneficial in

case nodes remain in range for longer durations or if they meet

again after some time. In particular, two nodes only need to

re-associate if at least one of them has obtained new contents

since they last associated. 

• Feeds Bloom filter: The list of local feeds that contain one or

more entries in the form of a Bloom filter. A remote node can

compare the feeds of its subscriptions to the Bloom filter to de-

duce if the local node has any contents of interest and therefore

decide whether it wants to associate or not. 

Bloom filters [8] are space-efficient data structures that provide

 set-like representation of elements, requiring only a fraction of

he space needed for a corresponding set with the actual elements.

hey trade space for accuracy since false positives can occur with

ome probability; a membership test returns a value of true but

he element is not a member of the corresponding set. False nega-

ives are however not possible. After receiving the Bloom filter, the

ode tests the IDs of its subscribed feeds against the filter. Occa-

ionally, a false positive will result in a request for a non-existing

ontent item. This is however not a serious issue compared to the

enefits of using Bloom filters: They allow us to include a large

mount of information about available contents in a possibly sin-

le, small node-advertisement message. 

How beacon notifications are implemented and transmitted to

ther nodes may depend on the underlying radio. Therefore the

iscovery module is split across the main session layer and the

onvergence sub-layer. Typically, one would send out periodic bea-

ons including the notification. However, if new content is added

o the database of a node, a beacon notification should be sent out

mmediately, regardless of the beacon period. This would facilitate

aster spreading of contents. 

ransport module 

The transport module performs session management and im-

lements a request-reply protocol to download and discover avail-

ble contents at a peer. Protocol messages are in XML format with

he message element being the kernel of a protocol message. A

rotocol message has a single node-id element containing the ID

f the message source and each message has a unique element that

etermines its type, given by one of the following message types:

equest , reply and reject . All other elements of a protocol

essage are child entries for the header fields associated with the

essage type. 

When a peer is discovered by the discovery module, the trans-

ort module is notified and it sends a request message to ini-

iate a unilateral session for downloading. The request contains

ither a query for a particular feed entry, or meta-data to check

ontent availability. The peer sends a reply message, that an-

wers the query establishing the session. Each download session
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Listing 1. An example request message. 
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thus consists of a client node sending request messages and a

server node sending reply messages (or reject if the server

cannot accommodate the request). The server is stateless with each

reply message being independent of any previous requests. Pro-

cessing a request only consists of verifying that the requested con-

tents or meta-data exist, followed by delivery. 

Content solicitation in our system is entirely pull-based. At the

client, a typical session alternates between discovery and download

states. In the discovery state, the client node queries the server for

meta-data whereas it downloads contents that match the subscrip-

tions of applications in the download state. With this approach,

each node has full control of the contents it downloads and de-

cisions are based only on the client state with the server being

stateless. 

In general, a node can have multiple active sessions simultane-

ously, either as a client (when it is downloading) or server (when it

is uploading). Note that the system does not explicitly enforce any

mechanism to share download time between sessions; we simply

rely on the mechanisms of the MAC layer to share the radio chan-

nel fairly. Ungraceful session termination (e.g. when nodes move

out of range) is handled by a soft-state timer; if there is no activ-

ity from the peer for a certain time, the session is closed and any

allocated resources are freed up. 

A request message is used both for downloading and discov-

ery of contents. Discovering previously known feeds or entries that

may be available at a peer node is done efficiently using Bloom fil-

ters. Nodes maintain a Bloom filter with the IDs of available feeds,

in addition to a Bloom filter for each feed that includes the IDs of

available entries. When a node receives a request with an empty

XML Bloom element, it delivers the corresponding Bloom filter in

a reply message. After receiving the filter, the client node tests

the IDs of its desired feeds or entries (or partially downloaded en-

tries) against the filter. Subsequently, the client node sends individ-

ual requests for each entry that it wishes to retrieve. Listing 1 il-

lustrates an example request message that requests four chunks

from an entry that has an audio/mpeg file as enclosure. 

A Bloom filter does not allow for iterating through the elements

it contains and thus it cannot be used to discover previously un-

known contents at a peer. The protocol therefore implements addi-

tional mechanisms for discovering previously unknown feeds and

new entries on already known feeds, see Fig. 4 . A request mes-

sage can either contain an empty feedlist element or an empty

entrylist element to indicate that it wants to receive the list of

available feeds or entry ID’s at the peer. The selector element

of a request message can also be used to solicit meta-data for con-

tents that match a particular selection criteria given by a content

selector . A content selector is a string whose syntax is based on a

subset of the SQL conditional expression syntax [7] . A node that re-

ceives a request message with a selector as top-level element

of a request , evaluates the selector on the attributes of each of

its available feeds. The feed elements for which the selector evalu-

ates as true are delivered in a reply message. Similarly, a selector

specified inside a feed element is evaluated against all entries of
he specified feed and only those entry items that are evaluated as

rue are delivered. An empty selector matches all feed/entry ele-

ents and the unspecified attributes are evaluated as true by de-

ault. Since nodes can have large content libraries, specifying a se-

ector when discovering feeds can significantly reduce the amount

f meta-data delivered in a reply message. 

ecurity 

Our design intentionally does not include any special secu-

ity mechanisms. Applications may have different security require-

ents and must implement the security features needed. Our de-

ign and the publish/subscribe abstraction enforce that, if security

s needed, content should be secured rather than the communica-

ion channel. Entries can for example be encrypted and/or signed

sing standard public or private key cryptography (assuming that

eys can be distributed in a secure manner). 

As most other peer-to-peer systems, our system is vulnerable to

ecurity related issues such as spam, misuse and free-riding. Differ-

nt solutions have been proposed to mitigate such vulnerabilities

9–11] . 

aching 

Nodes only store and carry contents that are of direct interest

o them. Caching contents that are not relevant to a device is not

ncluded into the primary design of the Fram middleware. Due to

ode mobility, contact durations are often short. We believe that

hey should be utilized primarily to deliver contents of interest to

odes participating in the opportunistic content distribution sys-

em. In Section 4.2 we evaluate different caching strategies and we

iscuss further the benefits and drawbacks of including caching as

art of the design. 

nergy consumption 

Although energy conservation is not a direct component of the

rotocol design, it should be taken into consideration since mo-

ile nodes are battery-powered devices. We have previously shown

12] that simply turning on the Wi-Fi interface of a mobile device

n ad-hoc mode significantly decreases the battery lifetime of the

evice, even when no data is exchanged via the wireless interface.

hus, for our middleware to be adopted widely, the energy con-

umption of mobile devices operating in ad-hoc mode should be

educed. In Section 4.2 we compare the performance of three dif-

erent energy-saving mechanisms that can operate below our pro-

ocol design. 

.4. Internet domain 

As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the opportunistic content distribution

ystem should not be considered in isolation of existing infrastruc-

ure. Instead, the system should be viewed as an extension of cur-

ent network deployments. Integrating the wireless ad-hoc domain

nd the Internet domain could be done in existing access points.

or instance, current access points could be upgraded with a dual-

tack capability in order to translate incoming requests from the

d-hoc domain into the Internet domain and vice versa. 

. Implementation 

We have implemented a prototype of our middleware design

or the ad-hoc domain described in the previous section along with

 set of applications that use the services provided by the Fram

iddleware. Our implementation runs on the Google Android Plat-

orm. The system is implemented in Java and our code consists of
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Fig. 4. Discovering previously unknown contents on a remote node. An empty feedlist followed by an optional selector allow the local node to first discover all 

available feeds on a remote node, and then - all available entries under a particular feed (that also match the optional selector). Finally, the local node downloads a single 

entry. 
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Listing 2. Interfaces for the service API and the application callback function. 
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5 classes and roughly 3500 lines of code. The implementation is

urrently based on 802.11 in ad-hoc mode and Android 4.0. The

ndroid Java libraries (version 4.0) do however not support the ad-

oc mode of 802.11 although it is supported by both the driver and

he hardware interface on the device. Therefore, our implementa-

ion requires the device to be run in privileged user mode (i.e.,

ooted mode) so that the interface can be reconfigured to run in

d-hoc mode. We note that even in the latest version of the An-

roid Java libraries (version 6.0) there is still no support for the ad-

oc mode of 802.11. Furthermore, since the implementation only

erves as a proof-of-concept, we use statically configured IPv4 ad-

resses for the mobile devices in our test-bed. We also set a wake-

ock in order to prevent the system from suspending its operation

uring our experiments (see Section 4.1 ). 

.1. Software modules 

Our implementation consists of software modules that imple-

ent the functionality of the corresponding modules in our design

n Fig. 3 . Next we describe some implementation details of these

odules. 

pplication programming interface 

The middleware is implemented as an Android service which

uns in the background and uploads and downloads data from

eers that it discovers. Client applications can bind to the ser-

ice and communicate with it by means of remote procedure calls

RPCs) through the publish/subscribe interface that it exposes. A

lient application wishing to receive a notification when an en-

ry matching one of its subscriptions is downloaded, needs to im-

lement and register a callback function that the service uses for

otification. The interfaces for the service API and the application

allback functions are shown in Listing 2 . The remote methods ex-

orted by the service through the IServiceAPI interface are ex-

cuted synchronously, thus blocking the local thread at the caller.

n the service process, a method call is executed in a dedicated

hread chosen from a pool of threads that is maintained by the

ndroid system. The callback method in the IClientCallback
nterface is however executed asynchronously (specified by the
neway keyword) and therefore the service does not block when

t notifies a client application. 

All functions in the service API (instantiated in Listing 2 ) are

ynchronous and return immediately. As long as there is at least

ne feed subscription in the middleware, the local node will run

he discovery process and the solicitation protocol if matching con-

ent is found. This is done continuously in the background, and

he process is independent of the application. If the solicitation

rotocol succeeds to download new contents, the callback handler

or the subscribed application is invoked with the new feed entry.

herefore, the content synchronization process is asynchronous to

he application; it only receives a notification when new contents

re found that matches its subscription. Note that all filtering of

uplicate contents is done in the application. The application will

top receiving notifications once the undiscover method is in-

oked; the undiscover method unregisters the discovery call-

ack. 

iscovery module 

The discovery module is implemented as two threads. One

hread periodically broadcasts hello messages on a well-known

DP port and the other, a listener thread, waits for incoming

ello messages from other nodes. The discovery module main-

ains a contact history cache along with the revision number

or each peer in the cache. When a new peer is discovered, the dis-

overy module notifies the transport module which initiates a down-
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Fig. 5. The GUI of the Personal Profile Sharing application. (a) Profile configuration 

and voting view. (b) Received profiles view. 
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load session with the peer. If a peer, already in the contact history

cache, is seen, the transport module is notified if the peer has ob-

tained new contents since the last association or if there are new

subscriptions locally. 

Transport module 

The transport module implements both the client and server

sides of a download session. The solicitation protocol is currently

implemented on top of a simple transport protocol that imple-

ments message boundaries on top of TCP. The server side imple-

mentation listens on a socket and spawns a new session thread

for each client. Similarly, if multiple nodes are in communication

range, the transport module can create a separate client thread for

each session. Currently we set the maximum number of concur-

rent client and server sessions to 6 in total (3 for each). If a new

node tries to associate when the maximum number of sessions is

reached, the server sends a reject message. Note that our choice

for the maximum number of concurrent client and server sessions

is based on the size of our test-bed which consists of 4 mobile

devices. In reality there may be an arbitrary number of concur-

rent client and server sessions, however the higher the number

of sessions, the less the bandwidth per session and the higher

the complexity of the system. Since we are targeting opportunistic

networks where contact durations are rather short, maintaining a

large number of concurrent sessions may thus deteriorate the sys-

tem performance. 

Content database 

Meta-data for all available feeds and entries are stored in

a SQLite database and this information is accessible to all ap-

plications on the device through the ContentProvider and

ContentResolver Android Java classes. The enclosures them-

selves (i.e., data files) are however not stored in this database

but in the corresponding Android content providers. Images, au-

dio and video contents are for example stored in the Android

MediaStore content provider. Thus, all media contents published

or downloaded by our system are available to all applications in a

standard Android manner. 

3.2. Applications 

To illustrate the versatility of the Fram middleware, we have

implemented the following applications on top of it: 

• Opportunistic media blog [13] — This application allows users to

take photos or videos with their phones, caption them and pub-

lish them on a feed. 

• Personal profile sharing [14] — This application allows users

to create personal profiles (i.e., electronic business cards) and

share them with other participants at a conference venue. The

application also allows participants to vote on events related

to the conference organization. Fig. 5 illustrates the application

GUI. 

• Collaborative music sharing [15] — Users can share music files

stored on their personal mobile devices, and play them through

a shared jukebox in communication range. The jukebox streams

each audio file directly from the mobile device. 

• Participative light show [16] — By using spectators’ movements

and ambient sounds, this application creates artistic light and

sound effects in order to reflect and enhance the mood of an

audience during a concert. 
d  
. Evaluation 

In this section we evaluate our system and dimension the sys-

em parameters. The evaluation uses two methods: experimenta-

ion and large-scale simulation. 

.1. Single node perspective 

The experimental evaluation is performed on our Android im-

lementation. We measure some key implementation metrics, such

s application-level throughput (i.e., goodput), in a small and sim-

le static scenario. The experiments are performed on identical

TC Hero A6262 mobile devices. These devices have a 528 MHz

ualcomm MSM7200A processor, a ROM of 512 MB and RAM of

88 MB and a Lithium-ion battery with capacity 1350 mAh. Dur-

ng our experiments, communicating nodes were stationary in an

ndoor office environment and placed within one meter from each

ther. 

We have profiled our implementation of the solicitation proto-

ol to verify correct behavior and to assess performance. For our

easurements we have instrumented the code with hooks where

e stamp the system clock (which provides millisecond precision).

uring a measurement run we turn off logging and collect the

easured timestamps into a list which is printed to a file after the

ode section being measured has completed running. This mini-

izes the effect of any I/O operations due to logging or measure-

ents on our results. 

As shown in Fig. 4 , a typical download session consists of three

teps: (1) feed discovery, (2) entry discovery and (3) entry down-

oad. In Fig. 6 (a) we show the mean delay for steps 1 and 2. We

ave conducted measurements for three different enclosure sizes

nd for each enclosure size we conduct one set where the content

atabase only contains the actual feed and entry of interest (left-

ide bars) versus the case when the database has 100 other feeds

vailable (right-side bars). For each measurement we conduct 10

uns and in the figure we show the mean value and the standard

eviation. The results confirm that the total discovery delay (i.e.,

he sum of the feed discovery and entry discovery delays) does

ot depend on the size of the downloaded enclosure. When the

umber of feeds in the content database increases, the feed dis-

overy delay increases due to an increase in the number of bytes

ransmitted in the feedlist in the reply message and processing

elay at the server. (Observe that we do not rely on a Bloom filter

uring the feed discovery process, but instead request all available
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Fig. 6. (a) Profiling results for the mean feed and entry discovery delays. Each group of two bars contain results with one feed in the content database (left) and 100 feeds 

in the content database (right). (b) The mean goodput of a download session when the number of concurrent clients is varied between one and three. 
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eeds at the remote node, one or 100 respectively.) We see also

hat the entry discovery delay remains the same since the number

f entries on the feed of interest is the same in all experiments. 

Our implementation supports multiple concurrent download

essions and in Fig. 6 (b) we show the average goodput of a ses-

ion when the number of devices concurrently downloading is be-

ween 1 and 3. Our measurement setup is as follows. Between

ne and three nodes (referred to as clients) are within range of

 single node (referred to as server) which publishes a single en-

ry on a feed that the client nodes are subscribed to. When the

lient nodes receive the first hello message sent by the server

fter the entry publication, the clients see that the server has new

ontents and therefore simultaneously associate with it. The client

odes discover the entry and download it. We measure the good-

ut G of each session as G = B/T where B is the total number of

ytes transmitted and T is the duration of the download session,

.e., the elapsed time from when the client discovers the node un-

il it receives the full entry and the enclosure. The figure shows

hat although the implementation supports concurrent download

essions, the throughput is reduced because access to the wireless

nterface is serialized by the operating system at the server. The

erformance drop is however clearly less than 50% which is what

ould be seen if each node only were to serve a single client at

nce. 

.2. Multi node perspective 

In addition to the Android implementation of our system, we

ave also implemented the core modules of our design for the OM-

eT++ simulator, using the framework in [17] . The simulator imple-

entation allows us to study system performance on a large scale

n an urban area. A mobile node in the simulator implements the

ervice discovery, synchronization and transport modules of our ar-

hitecture described in Section 2 . 

obility scenarios 

For our evaluation, we use the Walkers traces [18] captured

n Legion Studio [19] , a commercial simulator for designing and

imensioning large-scale spaces via simulation of pedestrian be-

aviors. Each trace file contains a snapshot of the positions of all

odes in the system every 0.6 s. 
Fig. 7 (a) and 7 (b) present the scenarios considered in our eval-

ation: an outdoor urban scenario, modeling the Östermalm area

f central Stockholm, and an indoor scenario, recreating a two-

evel subway station. Both scenarios are representative of typical

ay-time pedestrian mobility. We here summarize the main char-

cteristics of the scenarios; a detailed description can be found in

20] . 

The Östermalm scenario consists of a grid of interconnected

treets. Fourteen passages connect the observed area to the out-

ide world. The active area is 5872 m 

2 ; the active area defines the

pace in which nodes can move, i.e., the total surface of the streets.

he nodes are constantly moving, hence the scenario can be char-

cterized as a high mobility scenario. 

The Subway station has train platforms connected via escalators

o the entry-level. Nodes arrive on foot from any of five entries,

r when a train arrives at the platform. The train arrivals create

urstiness in the node arrivals and departures. Nodes congregate

hile waiting for a train at one of the platforms, or while taking a

reak in the store or the coffee shop at the entry level. The active

rea is 1921 m 

2 . 

In the results to follow we focus on evaluating the system per-

ormance in high density scenarios. For fair comparison, the input

arameters of the Östermalm and the Subway scenario result in

pproximately the same mean node density of 0.1 nodes per m 

2 .

e note that the study is not aimed at exploring how scenarios

f varied density affect the content dissemination but rather to

emonstrate that the proposed middleware performs well in dif-

erent environments by capturing the mobility space and the node

ynamics in a realistic manner. 

erformance metrics 

We focus on two performance metrics: goodput (i.e., applica-

ion throughput) and energy consumption from a system perspec-

ive. Since we study an open system, it is important that the met-

ics are normalized with respect to the nodes’ sojourn time in the

imulation. The system goodput is simply the sum of the num-

er of bytes downloaded B i by each node divided by the sum

f the lifetimes of nodes in the simulation t i , or G = 

∑ 

B i / 
∑ 

t i .

e only count bytes of fully downloaded content items (entries),

o the goodput is a measure of the system usefulness for the

sers, i.e., how much contents it can provide. Similarly, the energy
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Fig. 7. Urban scenarios: (a) a grid of streets representing a part of downtown Stockholm, Östermalm, and (b) a two-level subway station. 
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consumption of the system is defined as E = 

∑ 

E i / 
∑ 

t i where E i is

the energy consumed by the radio interface. 

Caching 

In this section we study the effects of introducing caching on

top of the proposed architecture. We assume that nodes have

enough battery to be altruistic and share contents with others in

their vicinity, thus in this section we only evaluate the system per-

formance in terms of goodput. For each node we introduce two

types of caches: a private cache and a public cache. The private

cache stores content items that the node is subscribed to; the pub-

lic cache accommodates items that the node is willing to carry

and forward on behalf of others. The private cache is populated

when nodes obtain contents of interest from peers in direct com-

munication range. To populate the public cache, a node downloads

contents on behalf of another peer. However, nodes are initially

not aware of content items that are not part of their private sub-

scriptions. To discover and potentially download public contents,

we allow nodes to relay incoming requests from peers in their

vicinity as if they were the request initiators. Each request is only

relayed once; in this way requests for public contents are kept

close to the area in which the contents is needed. Fig. 8 illustrates

how relay requests are implemented in the solicitation protocol. A

selector is used to describe explicitly the requested contents,

and new meta-data fields, hop_cnt and max_hop , are defined in

order to prevent the request from propagating infinitely in the net-

work. The exact max_hop value is a configurable parameter. For

brevity, the relay request in Fig. 8 is shown in isolation; in practice

requests for public contents and requests for private subscriptions

are merged into a single REQUEST message. We introduce the fol-

lowing three strategies for relaying requests for content items that

a node is unable to serve from its own caches: 

• Altruistic relay request — A node relays every incoming request

it cannot serve to peers in its vicinity. Due to node mobility

[20] , the relay outreach is limited to two or three hops away

from the initial requesting node. 

• Greedy relay request — A node prioritizes downloading contents

for its private cache instead of its public cache. Thus, if a node

discovers a neighbor which can contribute to its private sub-

scriptions while downloading public contents on behalf of an-

other peer, it will interrupt the current download session and

initiate a new one with the neighbor offering to contribute to

the private interest of the node. 
• Weighted relay request — A node performs ordinal ranking of

all requested content items during a single beaconing period

based on the number of incoming requests for each item. It

then allocates a certain predefined number of positions m for

public requests and divides them evenly among the most and

the least requested content IDs. Relaying a most requested item

allows peers to contribute simultaneously to a number of re-

questing nodes; relaying a least requested item prevents penal-

izing nodes with less popular interests. If there are more than

m/2 most requested content items of equal request rate, the

node chooses uniformly at random which of them to request.

The same applies to the least requested content items. 

In our evaluation scenarios we assume that all nodes carry de-

ices that support 2 Mbps download rate from neighboring nodes,

nd that there are 10 0 0 available content items (entries) in the

rea. The popularity distribution of those 10 0 0 content items fol-

ows a Zipf distribution with parameter α= 0.368. Every device is

ubscribed to 10 content items (entries) upon entering the ob-

erved area, and its private cache is initially populated with 5 ran-

omly chosen content items out of these subscriptions. The pub-

ic cache is empty upon arrival. Thus, throughout its lifetime in

he simulation, each node strives to obtain the rest of the content

tems that belong to its subscription. Entries have a mean size of

 KB, and a standard deviation of 1 KB. The beaconing period is set

o 1 s, and the soft-state timeout for terminating a session is set

o 30 s. 

We define private goodput as the amount of bytes downloaded

n the private cache of a node, divided by the lifetime of that

ode in the system. Similarly, public goodput denotes the amount

f bytes downloaded in the public cache of a node, divided by the

ifetime of that node in the system. We denote the mean private

nd mean public goodput with G pri and G pub respectively. All val-

es of G pri are normalized with respect to the value of a No Caching

trategy; nodes that follow the No Caching strategy only store con-

ents of private interest on their devices. 

Fig. 9 shows the normalized private goodput and the over-

ead ratio G pub / G pri for the Östermalm scenario. ( Table 1 sum-

arizes the notations used to represent the relaying strategies

n the figures.) The introduction of both altruistic (strategies 2a

nd 2b) and greedy (3a and 3b) hop-limited relay request strate-

ies significantly increases the private goodput, however this in-

rease comes at a price of high overhead. Since battery capacity

s considered to be an unlimited resource here, the increase in
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Fig. 8. Relay request with two hops limit. The local node sends out a request with a selector defining the feed and optionally the entries that it is willing to download 

from the remote node 1. Remote node 1 does not have the contents in its cache, and relays the request to peers it its vicinity, i.e., remote node 2. Observe that remote 

node 1 updates the hop_cnt counter to reflect that the request does not belong to its private subscriptions but is instead relayed on behalf of another node. Remote node 

2 delivers to remote node 1 part of the requested contents ( entry 1 ), however it does not further propagate the request for the missing content items, since the relay limit 

max_hop has been reached. 

Fig. 9. Comparison of the performance of different relay request strategies in the Östermalm scenario: (a) normalized private goodput G pri and (b) overhead ratio G pub / G pri. 
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verhead may at first appear acceptable. However, in the context

f battery-powered handheld mobile devices, a feasible caching

trategy should provide high private goodput with low overhead.

estricting the amount of data requested on behalf of others to

nly m = 2 content items (strategy 4a) produces low overhead,

 pub / G pri < 1 while increasing private goodput. With the increase

f m however a small additional gain in private goodput comes at

 price of a high overhead. 

The results for the Subway scenario are presented in Fig. 10 .

ue to the longer contact durations among nodes (while waiting

t a platform for a train to arrive, or queuing at the escalators)

he increase in overhead is higher than for the constantly mobile

odes in the Östermalm scenario for both the altruistic and the

reedy hop-limited relay request strategies. The increase in private
oodput is negligible at best; in fact, in the case of altruistic relay

equests, engaging in downloads on behalf of others harms the pri-

ate interest of nodes. Introducing weights to the publicly down-

oaded contents again reduces the overhead, however without

ignificant improvement in terms of private goodput. 

Owing to the high overhead and uncertain benefit, we have not

ncluded public caching in Fram . 

nergy consumption 

We have previously shown that enabling the 802.11 interface of

 mobile device reduces the battery life to only 25% of the lifetime

ith the interface turned off. [12] . This is despite the fact that no

ata has been transmitted or received via the interface. Once the
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(a) (b)

Fig. 10. Comparison of the performance of different relay request strategies in the Subway scenario: (a) normalized private goodput G pri and (b) overhead ratio G pub / G pri. 

Table 1 

Notations for different relaying strategies. 

Notation Relay strategy 

1 No caching 

2a Altruistic relay request with 2 hops limit 

2b Altruistic relay request with 3 hops limit 

3a Greedy relay request with 2 hops limit 

3b Greedy relay request with 3 hops limit 

4a Weighted relay request with m = 2 

4b Weighted relay request with m = 4 

4c Weighted relay request with m = 6 
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interface is turned on, it consumes relatively high power regardless

of being in a transmit or receive state since listening in idle state

consumes almost as much energy. This suggests that reducing or

eliminating the idle energy cost of the 802.11 interface may be a

promising strategy to reduce the overall energy consumption and

prolong battery life thus enabling opportunistic communication as

a viable communication mode. 

To decrease the energy consumption in mobile nodes, we eval-

uate the following three energy-saving mechanisms implemented

on top of the Fram middleware. 

• Dual-radio architecture ( DR ) [21] —a low-power low-energy ra-

dio interface is used for node and service discovery, and a high-

power high-bitrate radio is only woken up on demand when a

neighbor of interest is discovered. Thus, the high-power inter-

face is only used for actual data transfer. We here assume that

both radios have the same transmission range; for results with

different transmission ranges we refer the reader to [21] . 

• Asynchronous duty cycling ( DC ) [22] —the radio interface is

duty-cycled in order to decrease the energy consumption in idle

state. Nodes choose uniformly at random the duration of the

listening interval at the beginning of every cycle; when not in

use, the radio is suspended. All nodes adhere to the same cy-

cling interval, which is set to 10 s. 

• Asynchronous duty cycling with progressive selfishness ( DC-PS )

[23] —a node duty cycles as described above while searching for

content items; once a node obtains all content items belonging

to its subscription it follows a progressive selfishness algorithm.

Progressive selfishness allows nodes to further decrease their

energy consumption by prolonging the time during which the
radio interface is suspended; the duration of inactivity of the

radio interface is based on the demand for the contents a node

carries at any given moment. 

We compare the above energy-saving mechanisms to the per-

ormance of a system in which the radio interface of nodes is al-

ays turned on ( ON ) and to a benchmark ( BM ), an idealized sys-

em in which global knowledge is assumed for the location and the

ubscriptions of each node in the system; such a system concen-

rates on evaluation of the energy consumed for the actual data ex-

hange and abstracts the discovery phase, thus it provides a lower

ound for the energy consumption and an upper bound for the

oodput. In the results to follow we normalize energy consump-

ion with respect to the energy consumed by ON, and we normal-

ze goodput with respect to the benchmark. 

In our evaluation scenarios we assume that all nodes carry de-

ices that support 2 Mbps download rate from neighboring nodes,

nd that there are 100 available content items in the area. Items

re organized in 10 feeds, each feed containing 10 items. The pop-

larity distribution of the feeds again follows a Zipf distribution

ith parameter α = 0.368. Every device is subscribed to a single

eed upon entering the area, and its cache is initially populated

ith 5 randomly chosen content items belonging to this feed. Thus,

hroughout its lifetime in the simulation, each node strives to ob-

ain the rest of the content items that belong to its subscription.

ntries have a mean size of 10 KB, and a standard deviation of

 KB. We note that the choice of a larger entry size in this part of

he study does not contradict the conclusions in the previous sec-

ion. The mean entry size affects the amount of data that could be

ransferred over a single contact; however the entry size does not

ave an impact on the normalized goodput as long as the mean

ownload time for an entry does not exceed the mean contact du-

ation. As before, the beaconing period is set to 1 s, and the soft-

tate timeout for terminating a session is set to 30 s. 

Fig. 11 presents the results for the Östermalm scenario when

he communication range is r = 10 m and r = 50 m, respec-

ively. At r = 10 m the dual-radio architecture outperforms the

synchronous duty cycling in terms of energy consumption with-

ut compromising goodput. However, we see that combining duty

ycling with progressive selfishness achieves similar reduction in

erms of energy consumption as DR (around 75%) at the cost of

 slight decrease in goodput (less than 10%). Due to the the short

ontact durations, nodes tend to miss some contact opportunities
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Fig. 11. Normalized energy consumption and normalized goodput for the Östermalm scenario with a cycling interval of 10 s and communication range (a) r = 10 m and (b) 

r = 50 m. 

Fig. 12. Normalized energy consumption and normalized goodput for the Subway scenario with a cycling interval of 10 s and communication range (a) r = 10 m and (b) 

r = 50 m. 
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Table 2 

Percentage of nodes that do not obtain a single content item during 

their lifetime. 

Scenario BM ON DC DC-PS DR 

Östermalm, r = 10m 2 .3% 3 .6% 4 .7% 8 .6% 3 .8% 

Östermalm, r = 50m 0 .3% 0 .6% 0 .5% 2 .0% 1 .2% 

Subway, r = 10m 0 .5% 0 .6% 0 .6% 1 .8% 3 .4% 

Subway, r = 50m 0 .0% 0 .2% 0 .1% 0 .1% 22 .7% 

s  

i

5

 

w  

b  

w  
hile their radio interfaces are turned off. With the increase of

he communication range, Fig. 11 (b), the contact durations become

onger, and the goodput achieved by DC-PS becomes comparable

o that of the benchmark. 

The results for the Subway scenario are shown in Fig. 12 .

or both values of the communication range, the DC-PS scheme

chieves the highest energy savings, outperforming both the dual-

adio architecture and the asynchronous duty-cycling scheme. Fur-

hermore, increasing the communication range to r = 50 m de-

eriorates the performance in terms of goodput for the dual-radio

ith up to 40%, while DC-PS maintains the goodput achieved by

he benchmark. Table 2 reveals that the drop in goodput is due to

he fact that many of the nodes in the Subway scenario do not ob-

ain any content throughout their lifetime when operating with a

ual-radio. 

To conclude, dual-radio architectures provide an energy-saving

echanism that functions best in sparser environments. Duty cy-

ling in combination with progressive selfishness on the other

and provides a stable solution across a larger range of configu-

ations. Even when DC-PS experiences a slight loss in goodput (in
 t  
cenarios with high mobility and short contact durations), the gain

n energy savings is significant. 

. Related work 

Our system design builds on the work in [3,24] and [25] . The

ork in [3,24] presented the original idea of a delay-tolerant

roadcast system and evaluated its feasibility in an urban area

hile [25] introduced podcasting as an application for opportunis-

ic networking. We here extend these previous works by defining a
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Table 3 

Comparison between our design and other systems 

that utilize peer-to-peer contacts between mobile de- 

vices for distributing and sharing information. Symbol 

× denotes that a characteristic is present in a system. 

Peer-to-peer architecture Design Characteristic 

C1 C2 C3 C4 

Fram × × × ×
7DS [26,27] × ×
Haggle [28,29] × × ×
DTN Architecture [30] × ×
DoDWAN [31,32] × × × ×
PeopleNet [33] × ×
BlueTorrent [34] × × ×
AllJoyn [35] × × ×
CAMEO [36] × × ×
BBS-ONE [37] × ×
DTN-messaging [38] × × ×
Rio [39] 
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general purpose publish/subscribe system for challenged networks

and by specifying a detailed middleware and protocol design. Fur-

thermore, we perform a large-scale evaluation and implement a set

of applications as a proof-of-concept. 

Other wireless peer-to-peer systems 

Recently, there have been systems proposed that utilize peer-

to-peer contacts of mobile hosts for distributing and sharing infor-

mation in a similar way as we consider in our work. Table 3 sum-

marizes the main differences of these systems with respect to our

design (under the name Fram in the table) based on the following

four characteristics: 

• (C1) content-centric design; 

• (C2) presence of a well-defined content structure; 

• (C3) design based on a publish/subscribe paradigm; 

• (C4) infrastructure-independence. 

7DS [26] is a system for opportunistic dissemination among

mobile devices of Internet data objects, identified by URL’s. As

such, 7DS was originally intended mainly for extending web

browsing and e-mailing of mobile nodes beyond the reach of ac-

cess points. There is now ongoing work in updating and extend-

ing the original 7DS architecture to provide a generic platform for

communication in disruption-tolerant networks [27] . 

Haggle [28] is an architecture for mobile devices that facilitates

the separation of application functionality from the underlying net-

work technology. The goal is to allow applications to operate seam-

lessly across different networking environments and architectures.

Haggle is thus not a strict protocol architecture for disruptive net-

works but rather proposes a node design that allows nodes and

applications to adapt to the network connectivity level. In a recent

redesign of Haggle [29] , the focus is shifted away from point-to-

point communication towards a more content-centric view, there-

fore making it more similar to the interest-driven dissemination

of our architecture, originally proposed in [3] . There are however

some notable differences in the design. In Haggle, content is un-

structured but in both systems, contents have associated meta-data

that facilitates searching and organizing of contents. We use a hi-

erarchical content structure to associate content items with partic-

ular content feeds. Moreover, the actual data objects are further

divided into fixed size chunks to facilitate distributed and disjoint

content download. The Haggle architecture is push-based as op-

posed to the pull-based solicitation protocol in our architecture.

It is unclear how the push-based approach avoids redundant data
ransmissions of already available content and how nodes can pri-

ritize downloads according to their own preferences. 

The DTN architecture [30] is a general communication architec-

ure to enable communication in the presence of intermittent con-

ectivity. It consists of an overlay, called the bundle layer, which

perates above the transport layer. The architecture specifies the

ormat of variable length application data units, called bundles.

he goal is to deliver bundles from a sender to a receiver in the

resence of intermittent and opportunistic connectivity, possibly

ver a wide range of different networks using different transport

rotocols. This is achieved by assuming that nodes store, carry

nd forward bundles to cope with link outages. The DTN archi-

ecture is node-centric and mainly focuses on unicast delivery of

essages although some extensions for group communication have

een proposed [40] . Its design philosophy is therefore significantly

ifferent from the content-centric approach we advocate in our

ork. 

The DoDWAN middleware [31] presents a platform that sup-

orts content-based information dissemination in disconnected

obile ad hoc networks. The protocol is inspired by the pub-

ish/subscribe paradigm and is defined as a two-layer stack: the

pper layer is responsible for node discovery and content ex-

hange, and the lower layer deals with multi-hop forwarding. DoD-

AN defines meta-data descriptors, however contents is not or-

anized in a hierarchical manner. Instead selection patterns are

sed to map contents to the interest profile of each node. Simi-

ar to our design, nodes are discovered by periodic beaconing but

n DoDWAN beacons contain all data descriptors that correspond

o the announced interest profiles of nodes in range. It is how-

ver not clear how this data could be fitted into a single broad-

ast message. Furthermore, as opposed to our work in which a

nicast request-response protocol is defined between devices in

roximity, in DoDWAN content dissemination is done primarily via

roadcasts. The DoDWAN middleware is evaluated via simulations

s well as via a small-scale experimentation campaign in a campus

etting [32] . 

PeopleNet [33] is a distributed geographic database where in-

ormation is stored at people’s mobile devices. Query requests and

esponses are forwarded from a mobile device via the cellular

etwork to the geographic location which supports that particu-

ar type of request (named Bazaar). Users within the Bazaar then

pread queries via peer-to-peer contacts. When a response is found

or a query request the user who placed the query request is in-

ormed through the cellular infrastructure. In contrast to what we

ropose, PeopleNet heavily relies on a fixed infrastructure and is

argeted at seeking information in contrast to broadcasting infor-

ation. BlueTorrent [34] is an opportunistic file sharing application

or Bluetooth enabled devices. The concept of distributing large

les using small resumable atomic chunks follows our approach.

owever, BlueTorrent relies on Bluetooth whereas our design lever-

ges any link-layer technologies. Furthermore, we propose to struc-

ure the data into feeds and rely on a receiver-driven content dis-

emination protocol. 

AllJoyn [35] is an open-source platform by Qualcomm that has

imilar goals as our platform, namely to provide a system that re-

ieves application developers from many of the hard problems as-

ociated with running distributed applications in a mobile envi-

onment with intermittent connectivity. The design of the AllJoyn

ystem is however quite different from ours. AllJoyn implements a

irtual distributed software bus that devices use to communicate

hen in range. This bus implements mechanisms such as naming,

ervice discovery, communication sessions and a Remote Method

nvocation (RMI) interface that applications use to communicate.

rom a developers perspective the AllJoyn system can be seen as

n RMI system for opportunistic networks. In contrast, we explic-

tly target opportunistic publish/subscribe communication. 
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In [36] the authors present CAMEO, a context-aware middle-

are for opportunistic mobile social network. The notion of con-

ext consists of user-, device- and environmental information. Sim-

lar to our design, in CAMEO each user discovers direct neighbors

hrough periodic beaconing. However as opposed to our proposal

AMEO also has the possibility to take optimized forwarding de-

isions by evaluating the probability for neighboring nodes to de-

iver a message to a particular destination. Moreover, in CAMEO a

eacon carries all the information for node and service discovery

acked in a hash value, while our implementation presents a hi-

rarchical structure of contents stored in a node as well as a full

equest-reply content exchange protocol. 

BBS-ONE [37] is a bulletin board system that allows for ex-

hange of bulletin messages in networks with high mobility and

hurn rate, without relying on a centralized server. It supports both

ommunication with fixed infrastructure, as well as pure peer-to-

eer data exchange by exploiting IEEE 802.11 ad-hoc connections.

owever, as opposed to our design, messages are not structured in

 hierarchical manner, but are instead mapped via keyword search.

oreover, BBS-ONE uses primarily pull- and push-based methods

or transferring information among nodes while we rely solely on

he publish/subscribe paradigm. 

In [38] the authors present a DTN-like messaging system built

n top of a peer-to-peer replication platform. The authors adjust

he filtering capabilities of the peer-to-peer replication platform

nd explore four different routing algorithms in order to achieve

igh delivery ratio in a delay tolerant network. Thus every node

btains not only information relevant to its interest, but also car-

ies data on behalf of other participants in the network. As op-

osed, our design does not assume any underlying routing proto-

ols, and data is exchanged on a per-hop basis only when nodes

hat share a subscription come into contact. 

In [39] the authors present Rio, a system solution that allows

haring of I/O such as camera, speaker or modem between mobile

evices. The sharing however is not bound to nodes in proximity,

nd is thus infrastructure-dependent. Furthermore, the design tack-

es predominantly low-level system issues by splitting the stack

t the device file boundary. As opposed, our middleware does not

odify the I/O stack of the device, and data is exchanged among

odes in direct communication range without the help of infras-

ructure. 

aching and energy consumption 

Most studies that evaluate the performance of opportunistic

etworks exploit pairwise contact opportunities between nodes. In

he context of content caching, devised strategies exploit the users’

ocial networks to try to identify nodes they frequently meet and

olicit contents for them [41–43] . Few studies take an orthogonal

pproach, attempting to deliver data that is immediately available

n a close neighborhood to the interested user [44,45] . However, it

as been shown that such caching strategies consume a lot of re-

ources without increasing the gain at the interested node [46] . In

erms of energy savings, asynchronous duty-cycling schemes are

uggested with respect to the inter-contact times of node pairs

47,48] . In urban scenarios with users on-the-go, the assumption

f two nodes meeting in the future may not be appropriate since

he inter-meeting times may be on the scale of days, and keeping

rack of all possible contacts during a node’s lifetime is not feasi-

le. We believe that a common case for users in urban areas is that

hey are regularly connected to infrastructure networks where they

ave access to a vast amount of contents. One of the main bene-

ts of an opportunistic content distribution system is then that it

llows users to access some contents while on the move between

hese occasions of Internet connectivity, such as when traveling to

nd from work. We therefore believe that the goal of caching and
nergy-saving mechanisms should be to bring what is immediately

vailable in a close neighborhood to the interested user at a low

nergy cost. 

. Conclusion 

In this work we presented the architecture and design of a

obile peer-to-peer content distribution system based on a pub-

ish/subscribe paradigm. Content spreads via sharing and direct

nterest-based dissemination and our design includes a set of basic

echanisms to discover and download contents efficiently in op-

ortunistic networks. The system uses a decentralized content so-

icitation scheme that allows the distribution of contents between

obile devices without requiring Internet connectivity and infras-

ructure support. This scheme is efficient in the presence of in-

ermittent contacts and short contact durations. The system de-

ign addresses key issues, in particular the structuring of contents

o facilitate efficient lookup and matching of contents. We believe

hat our design is general and facilitates the implementation of ad-

anced content-centric applications. 

As a proof of concept, we have implemented our middleware

n the Android platform along with a set of applications. We have

emonstrated our system publicly and verified its correctness and

xperimentally evaluated performance on a small scale. 

We have also implemented our system in a simulator environ-

ent and performed a large-scale evaluation in terms of both ap-

lication throughput (i.e., goodput) and energy consumption. The

imulator implementation consists of a detailed node and protocol

mplementation and uses a realistic mobility model of pedestrians

n a city. Our results confirm that the system performance scales

ell with the number of nodes since performance improves when

ore nodes participate. We have further evaluated two features on

op of our design: caching and energy-saving mechanisms. We pre-

ented three relay request strategies, and showed that caching con-

ents on behalf of other nodes can significantly increase resource

onsumption for downloading and storage but often does not lead

o any considerable increase in system performance in terms of

oodput. We also introduced three energy-saving mechanisms, and

howed that energy consumption in nodes could be decreased by

0% without greatly harming the system performance in terms of

oodput. Thus, we claim that energy-saving mechanisms should be

onsidered as part of the system design, whereas caching should

e regarded as an add-on application-specific feature; if imple-

ented, caching mechanisms should be such that they increase

ystem performance while still being light on resource consump-

ion. 
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